1. St. Kilda Marketplace
- St. Kilda Esplanade Market can expand and inhabit permanent infrastructure
- Provides an additional location for Veg Out St. Kilda Farmers’ Market
- Gives emerging community food and retail vendors the opportunity to connect with locals and tourists

2. Community Cabanas
- When the market is not operating, Radiance Ribbon’s modules can support diverse programs like educational talks, pop-up wine bars, and live music

3. Cultural Pavilion Entry
- Radiance Ribbon folds to form canopies over entry to new pavilions
- Unites St. Kilda’s diverse elements with consistent aesthetic

4. Interactive Dance Floor
- Continues the site’s legacy of dance venues, like Palais de Danse and Palace Nightclub
- Promotes fun physical activity and an active lifestyle
- Produces data on pedestrian traffic, allowing planners to analyse and adapt to the site’s occupancy patterns

5. Link to Foreshore
- Radiance Ribbon is a pathway from the Esplanade to the foreshore, integrating existing amenities and attractions
- Potential to continue Radiance Ribbon over future Jacka Boulevard pedestrian bridge, creating a continuous trail

6. Beachfront Cabanas
- Near the Port Phillip Bay waterfront, Radiance Ribbon can be used as a traditional beach cabana, for shelter and privacy